
1 Devices
The ARM Cortex-M3, Cortex-M0 and Cortex-M0+ processors are ideally 

suited to provide the ultra-low-power connectivity requirements of smart 

connected devices.  This low-power connectivity has the potential to enable 

a range of energy-saving and life-enhancing applications from sensors to 

wirelessly analyze the performance and control of domestic or industrial 

buildings, to battery-operated body sensors wirelessly connected to health 

monitoring equipment.
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2 GATeWAY
The gateway level is where data from specific applications or company 

networks is often aggregated from devices in various distributed locations. 

At this level there can be a certain amount of protocol conversion, formatting 

and preliminary analysis. The protocol conversion enables data collected from 

devices to be passed on to the network and cloud levels as IP on the Internet.

3 neTWork
Meeting the demands of next-generation data networking solutions requires 

high-performance, lower-power semiconductors. The high-performance 

Cortex-A15 multicore processor is ideally suited to handle this data traffic. 

The ARM Cortex-A15, processor when paired with the Cortex-A7 processor in 

a big.LITTLE processing configuration, can provide optimum performance and 

maximum efficiency.

4 clouD
Cloud computing refers to the fact that a person’s, a device’s or an 

organization’s primary resources—be they computing power, data or 

applications—do not exist on the particular device immediately at hand but 

rather in some remote, often dispersed location where they are connected 

to the user and to each other via network technology. The ARM Cortex-A57 

processor is ARM’s highest performance processor based on the ARMv8 

architecture. The Cortex-A57 processor extends the capabilities of future 

mobile and enterprise computing applications to meet the growing data 

demands of the Internet of Things.

The Internet of Things is a growing reality in which literally billions of connected devices will 

interact with the world using a wide variety of sensors and actuators. This has been made 

possible by the revolutionary density of integration in silicon, the expansion of faster serial, 

increasingly wireless connectivity and the availability of powerful, 32-bit processor cores that can 

operate with very low power consumption. What was once described as “distributed” intelligence 

is now becoming “pervasive.” 

The ARM Cortex family of processor cores offers not only low power consumption, but also a 

range of 32-bit computation power that brings continuity from small embedded and mobile 

devices on up to 64-bit server class processing. This is important because the billions of 

arm and the Internet of thIngS

corTex-M0
The ARM Cortex-M0 processor is the 

smallest ARM processor of the family. 

The exceptional low power, small gate 

count and code footprint of the processor 

enable MCU developers to achieve 32-bit 

performance at an 8-bit price point, 

bypassing the step to 16-bit devices.

corTex-M3
The Cortex-M3 processor provides a 

high-performance, low-cost platform for 

a broad range of applications and can be 

configured to meet the exact requirements 

with a nested vectored interrupt controller 

(NVIC), configurable debug and trace 

options, and optional MPU. In addition, the 

wake-up interrupt controller (WIC) enables 

the system to be placed into an ultra-low-

power retention mode.

corTex-M0
The ARM Cortex-M0+ processor is the 

most energy-efficient ARM processor 

available, and is the only ARM processor 

to employ a two-stage pipeline. The 

Cortex-M0+ processor builds on the 

Cortex-M0 processor while extending the 

choice of design options. It is intended for 

demanding entry-level microcontrollers 

and deeply embedded applications that 

require an area- and power-optimized 

processor.

corTex-A9
The Cortex-A9 processors deliver flexibility, 

performance, power efficiency and 

functionality for leading-edge products 

across a broad range of applications. 

The Cortex-A9 micro-architecture is 

delivered within either a scalable multicore 

processor, the Cortex-A9 MPCore multicore 

processor, or as a more traditional single-

core processor.

corTex-r5
The Cortex-R5 processor provides a 

high-performance solution for real-time 

applications in markets including mobile 

baseband, automotive, mass storage, 

industrial and medical. The processor, 

based on the ARMv7R architecture, 

provides a simple migration path from 

the Cortex-R4 processor to the higher-

performance Cortex-R7 processor.

corTex-A15
The Cortex-A15 processor is the highest 

performance ARM processor to date, and is 

targeted at next-generation smartphones, 

tablets, large-screen mobile computing 

and high-end digital home entertainment 

devices, as well as wireless base stations 

and enterprise infrastructure products.

corTex-r7
The Cortex-R7 processor provides a high-

performance, dual-core, real-time solution 

for a wide range of deeply embedded 

applications. The Cortex-R7 processor 

brings much higher levels of performance 

to the Cortex-R series of processors 

through the introduction of new technology 

including out-of-order instruction execution 

and dynamic register re-naming, combined 

with improved branch prediction, 

superscalar execution capability and faster 

hardware support for divide, DSP and 

floating point functions.

corTex-A53
The ARM Cortex-A53 processor is the 

lowest-power 64-bit processor available 

and has been designed to provide 

the optimum blend of high levels of 

performance with high levels of energy 

efficiency. The Cortex- A53 will enable 

advanced applications to be brought into 

the mainstream using power-efficient 

performance based on ARM 64-bit 

technology.

corTex-A57
The ARM Cortex-A57 processor is ARM’s 

highest performance processor based on 

the ARMv8 architecture featuring AArch64 

execution. The Cortex-A57 processor is 

designed to further extend the capabilities 

of future mobile and enterprise computing 

applications.

The opportunity for the Internet of Things is immense. 

Analysts expect tens of billions – or more – connected 

devices over the next 10 years. 

Are you ready? 

ARM – Enabling the Possibilities for the Internet of Things

For more information, please visit 

http://www.arm.com/markets/embedded/internet-of-things-iot.php

ASIPs: Flexible Accelerators 

for your ARM-based SoC
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small devices on the Internet of Things are potentially connected not only to each other, 

but also to higher levels of network connectivity. The ARM Cortex-M series targets deeply 

embedded processors and is optimized for microcontroller and low-cost applications. The 

ARM Cortex-R series targets embedded processors intended for real-time applications and 

gateway devices that may be dedicated to specific applications and aggregate data from 

distributed networks of devices. The result is “Big Data” that is subject to analysis and use 

at even higher levels that require the ARM Cortex-A series application processors with their 

ability to handle complex operating systems and user applications. The newer series of 64-bit 

Cortex-A50 series cores has the potential to address the power and heat concerns of large 

server farms.
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The Internet of Things is a growing reality in which literally billions of connected devices 
will interact with the world using a wide variety of sensors and actuators. This has been made 
possible by the revolutionary density of integration in silicon, the expansion of faster serial, 
increasingly wireless connectivity and the availability of powerful, 32-bit processor cores that 
can operate with very low power consumption. What was once described as “distributed” 
intelligence is now becoming “pervasive.” 

This is a valuable decision-making tool serving the needs of cutting-edge engineers and 
engineering managers, the core readership of RTC. As an ARM partner, demonstrate your 
support of the ARM Connected Community® and your own innovation through this once a 
year “on-the-wall” engineering resource.
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The poster is comprised of vendor submitted photos with key technical specifications of 
the products. We will distribute to 18,000 RTC magazine subscribers, to be hung on lab 
and office walls. This poster will be seen by the readers of RTC magazine, their colleagues 
and their bosses for months to come. An additional electronic version of the informative 
poster will be provided to the 10,000 electronic subscribers of RTC magazine.
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Contact a sales representative to reserve your position 

AD SPECS

Chose from Four Different ad sizes to suit your needs:
• Individual ad 5” x 6”
• Ad Row 5” x 12.25”
• Ad Column 10.25” x 6”
• Header Logo 2.5” x 2.5”
• Ads must be sent as 300dpi or better EPS or Illustrator file

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Mike Duran
Western Regional Sales Manager
Office: (949) 226-2024
Cell: (949) 533-8871
michaeld@rtcgroup.com

Mark Dunaway
Central Regional & 
International Advertising Manager
Office: (949) 226-2014
Cell: (949) 233-8630
markd@rtcgroup.com

Jasmine Formanek
World-Wide Event Sales Manager & 
East Coast Advertising
Office: (949) 226-2004
Cell: (949) 285-0717
jasminef@rtcgroup.com

RATES

Gold Sponsor
• Two 5”x 6” Ad Blocks
• Company Logo on Header Logo Area
• Price $7,995

Single Ad Block
• 5” x 6” Ad Block
• Price $4,295

Header Logos
• 2.5” x 2.5” Logo
• Price $700
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